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Great tool for recovery and maximizing functioning As a fellow neuropsych doc, I bought this reserve as a reference
guide and resource for individuals in recovery. Simply by looking through it, I understood the solid advice and evidence
based practices could possibly be ideal for most anyone trying to make his/her in the past from major illness/injury or
even to cope with a chronic condition.Small did I know the next person in need will be my own mother. It was then I
could appreciate how comprehensive, yet elegantly streamlined this reserve is. I found this book to end up being very
helpful and practical and I highly recommend it. First is its very sensible practical advice. If only one book could possibly
be used to guide someone through recovery, this book would be it!Bravo, Dr. For me personally it helped during
modification in work flow. Valuable Advice in Adjusting to Lack of Ability I am not a doctor or a therapist but someone
coping with the early effects of aging in myself and the more advanced effects of aging in my parents, and I come across
this workbook to be incredibly useful.). Additionally, it is well-researched with accurate information which can be
trusted. At occasions, I use it as an instant refresher prior to a treatment session (e.Among its many virtues, three stand
out in particular if you ask me. The inter-human relationships of medical position with perceptions, behavior and
disposition are laid out and distilled in that clear way that my mother could advantage at every part of her rehab
process. Clearly the writer has learned from many years of experience with his clients and has compiled the adaptation
methods that have worked greatest, with one method sensibly and logically leading to the next.g. Third is the tone. Here
the writer has done a fantastic job of conveying sound practical guidance in a compassionate way, inspiring visitors with
an uplifting, positive voice infused with touches of humor. This mixture of ingredients makes this book incredibly
valuable for any folks adjusting to lack of ability. I understand that I will be consulting it for several years to come., rest
or stress management).Much less great point: (but zero fault of the reserve)If I was recovering from a significant injury,
I'd probably have to get help from a caregiver.Dr Wanlass has a way with phrases that creates a discussion, he's not
talking to to me, it really felt like he was talking with me.Some factors that are excellent:The book doesn't have to be
read cover to cover. As a matter of fact you might find yourself reading specific chapters and sections another
period.The wide margins are great for jotting down notes for those subsequent readings. The chapters clearly delineate
topics and help the reader find the useful information and problem-solving abilities they need. Useful, Practical, and
Well-Written! Wanlass, another house run! And helping get around in becoming a proud dad of a wholesome baby boy.
Walking through this book was well worth enough time a effort, and am certainly stronger after completing the sections.
Nevertheless, Dr Wanlass provides examples and defines some of the more technical words and suggestions.Overall an
excellent book for most to read at some point. Must have in your clinical library! What makes this book useful and
useable can be that it is based on Dr.As a neuropsychologist in private practice, I have read many books on the treating
individuals who've suffered losses. Chapters on anger administration and disposition regulation are especially useful.
Finally, Dr. Or they are actually intended for the provider, but intensely located in theory, and not user friendly for myself
or my clients. Wanlass has created a publication that clinicians AND clients can relate with! Definitely Worth the
Expenditure! And since living inevitably entails such adjustments, I in fact find it hard to picture who wouldn't benefit
from reading it somewhere along the way. Second may be the interactive format of the book, with the thoughtful, user-
friendly worksheets requiring readers to relate the chapters to their own situations, thus learning very much about
themselves as they proceed. Great book for any life changes or challenges! Or, as part of my CBT protocol, I have my
clients complete specific chapters for homework. Wanlass has found a method to reach both those inside our care, as
well as those who may not be in a position to reach our offices and he will this with knowledge, warmth, and kindness.
Furthermore, this publication lends itself to an organization therapy modality as well! In this way, exercises may be
completed in session, when appropriate.By developing his written self-help materials, Dr. Various other times, we
function collaboratively with the reserve guiding discussions.This book is excellent to revisit during any changes in your
life.I use this book clinically in several different ways. This book is filled with useful suggestions and worksheets to
greatly help people work through many life challenges. It is a straightforward read with accessible vocabulary.The bullet
points and sections make for an easy to understand book without fatiguing quickly. A quick glance through the
"Contents" (viewable by clicking on the book) will have you see how many areas this book addresses, from pain, to anger
management, to stress, and interactions - to name just some of the topics. This reserve will undoubtedly be useful to



those people who are adjusting to a lack of ability, managing or dealing with a chronic illness, or dealing with ageing
bodies and minds. Showing how injury, aging, illness, and discomfort all require changes to loss, it goes about explaining
the very best coping abilities for adapting to this loss. I highly recommend this workbook! Great quick read Perfectly
done from an author who been now there and done that. Offers excellent worksheets. Predicated on research and facts
Excellent resource for people dealing with pain or lack of ability (or both! it is an excellent reference for people coping
with pain or loss of ability (or both!) I love this book a whole lot; I'm also impressed that it covers so much so
thoroughly. Bouncing Back again: Skills intended for Adaptation to injury, maturing, illness and pain is the PERFECT
blend of practical, research based treatment with a user friendly format! Wanlass’ professional experience of three
decades of working with patients—since there is solid technology behind what he says, this isn’t simply theoretical stuff
from another reserve. Furthermore, he provides worksheets to help make sure readers think about and apply the
suggested coping techniques (and this also provides therapists with a way to monitor patients’ improvement in group or
specific treatment). However, if you ask me, many of the “treatment” books are not nearly as useful as promised. The
easy-to-use workbook design is normally conducive to using the chapters, when and if indeed they pertain to an
individual. All in all, this is an excellent book and source for both lay people and practitioners. Although my mother was
in no form to complete the worksheets, the concepts and how they were presented were immensely helpful as she
transitioned back to independent living. Five Stars Clearly written and filled with practical and helpful tools! It really is
great for all people, not just people that have disabilities! Great resource for any age! This book was Very useful to my
mom and several of her friends as they begin to navigate the realities of the naturally occurring changes to getting
older. I found particularly useful the amusement park analogy in the mood regulation chapter and the coping self-
statements in the anger management chapter. This is an excellent and long-awaited resource that actually may be used
at any age group! It is ideal for all people As a physical therapist, I came across this book to be very helpful and
practical and I highly recommend it.
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